
‘Can you build a water treatment plant…….. by Easter?’ 
The 2013 Harrietville bushfires completely burnt out the upper Ovens catchment, 

which led to a number of response actions by North East Water.  With the        

absence of a filtration barrier for the Harrietville water supply, we recognised 

that the system was in significant jeopardy into the near and  longer term future.  

Having accomplished in-house construction of water treatment plants in the 

past, we decided to construct a filtration plant from scratch, with the added pres-

sure of being able to lift a boil water notice by Easter, which was less than 10 

weeks away.  

“Harrietville Fire’ ignites, January 2013  - catchment  under threat 
NEW  - significant response required, in parallel  were planning for   

medium-long term options for Harrietville 

Designed simple direct filtration system, in consultation with Amiad—coordinated 

Amiad to pre-fabricated filter skid 

Purchased container, mechanical and electrical assembly 80% off-site 

Commissioning—week before Easter 
Full automation, including SCD, CCPs incorporated 

Nearly made it! 

Pre-fabricated plant arrived  on-site (80%) 

Final fit out, media, plumbing and backwash infrastructure  

Integrated to existing  water supply system 

 

Alternate source selection, creeks, dredge holes, groundwater? 

Full cartage until compliant 

Hire of temporary WTP (membrane package?) 

Purchase of ‘off-shelf’ package plant 

In house temporary filtration plant 

 

Decision ultimately  factored—Key considerations: —remoteness and limitations 

of site; ongoing fire threat during potential construction period;  assumed treat-

ment would be capable for approx. 80% beyond first 2-3 catchment flushes (< 

50NTU);  budget 

Opted for in-house temporary WTP;  done it before….. 

Approx. $100k approved— we started—mid February 

Week 2: Decision 

Weeks 3—9: Design & Pre Fab 

Week 9: Plant to site 

Weeks 9—11: Commissioning  

Week 1: The Incident 

 
 

Brian Scobie, Simon Patterson & Jason Mullins 
Full story—Refer to ‘Incident Response to 2013 Harrietville Bushfires’, 

presented at this conference 

Summary: 

 The temporary WTP was operational in 11 weeks (week after Easter) 

 Multi media (anthracite, sand, garnet) 

 2 x 1.2m diameter filters 

 5 l/s 

 Full automation & integration into previously existing water supply system 

 NEW staff are experienced with construction of small WTPs 

 History of excellent support from Amiad, assisted with the outcome 

 Despite significant recovery in source water quality, rarely the historic turbidi-

ties of less than 2 NTU have been observed since the fires—supports our de-

cision 


